Fact Sheet

Sprinkler irrigation systems
Practical issues for irrigation system planning

Irrigator types
The main sprinkler irrigator systems used in
Tasmania are centre pivot, linear move and
travelling gun irrigators. There has been major
growth over recent years in the number of
centre pivot and lateral move systems installed
compared to the more traditional travelling
gun. Centre pivots and lateral moves offer
greater control and flexibility of irrigation
management, potential yield improvements,
more control of soil water within the root zone
of the crop, reduced labour and potential for
fertigation. Centre pivots can be blown over
when stationary and so they should be parked in
line with the prevailing wind, rather than
perpendicular to, in order to minimise the risk of
the irrigator blowing over.
Travelling gun irrigators require high and
consistent pressure as well as consistent travel
speed in order to achieve uniform water
application. Sufficient pressure at the nozzle is
required to get a ‘rain curtain’ of uniform
application. Windy conditions are a limitation to
using travelling gun irrigators.
System capacity
Crop water requirements dictate the design
capacity of an irrigation system including pumps,
pipes and sprinkler packs. Daily crop water use
can be estimated from evaporation data on a
daily basis (see crop water requirements of
annual crops factsheet). There is a need to factor
in application efficiency and your pump utilisation
ratio.

When considering the minimum depth of water
application and rotation times for centre pivots,
a 400 m electric machine fitted with standard
speed motors typically rotates in 9.4 hours
compared to 4.9 hours for high speed motors.
Sprinkler packs
The outer spans of centre pivot irrigators
require sprinklers that apply a lower
instantaneous application rate (also known as
the Average Application Rate) by applying the
water over a larger wetted area. This will align
the application rate to the soil’s infiltration rate.
Install dual sprinkler packs that have two outlets
so that the application amount can be changed
depending on the crop growth phase and the
amount of ground cover.
To prevent wheel bogging and rutting on pivot
irrigators, use a part-circle sprinkler over the
wheel so that water is not applied to the wheel
traffic zone. These part circle sprinklers need to
be mounted on fixed galvanised pipe drops
rather than flexible polyethylene pipe. Also, use
large diameter tyres that give a larger footprint
and so lower ground pressures. Immediately
after sowing a crop, run the irrigator over the
paddock without applying any water, in order to
compact the soil in the wheel lines. If bogging
has occurred, sand or rock will need to be
imported and placed into the wheel ruts.
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System control panels
These range in their degree of sophistication from basic
manual controls to electronic digital systems that can be
controlled remotely. Electric drive systems have control
advantages over centre pivot irrigators but hydraulic
drives are easier to use when the irrigator is a towable
system, as these are quicker to jack and realign the wheel
assemblies.

The maximum water velocity in a pipe
should be less than 1.5 ms-1 in order to
prevent surge problems that can result in
pipeline
and
potential
machinery
breakdowns. Friction loss should be < 1
m/100m (approximate rule of thumb) of
pipeline length.

Pipeline design & efficiency

Pipeline alignment should follow the rules of
using the shortest practical distance, get
elevation near the start of the pipeline, and
practically avoid rock over the route as it is
expensive to excavate. Underground
installation should aim for at least 750 mm
of soil cover over the pipe with no rocks
under or over the pipe and the fill should be
adequately compacted with a crown of soil
to allow for settlement over time.

Longer centre pivot irrigators require larger pipe
diameters. Smaller diameter pipes cost less than larger
diameter pipes but often have higher operating costs.
Common pipe lengths are 61 m (168 mm diameter) and
41 m (254 mm diameter) with selection of pipe length
determined by tower positions required to cater for
local ridges and hollows. Pipe wall thickness ranges
between 2.8 and 3.2 mm with thicker walled pipes lasting
longer when water quality is poor due the presence of
dissolved salts. Pipe materials include galvanised steel,
aluminium, stainless steel, painted chromium/nickel steel,
polyethylene lined steel pipe or PVC (used for
underslung pipes). The choice of material will be
determined by design constraints such as size, pressure,
longevity and cost.
The water supply pipeline is normally buried
underground, but depending on the pipeline material and
method of jointing pipes can be laid on the surface. PVC
pipes are the most commonly used with the pipe
diameter referring to the approximate internal diameter.
PVC pipes are in 6 m lengths and rubber joiners are
used. Polyethylene pipes are in 6 and 12 m lengths, are
heat joined and pipe diameter refers to the external
diameter.

Air valves are required every 500 – 1000 m
along a pipeline as the 2% air component in
water tends to collect at high points, which
needs to be released, or air needs to be let
in at low points, in order to prevent the
pipe collapsing. This is generally a decision
undertaken by the design engineer. On
sloping ground, pipelines should be installed
on an even grade whereas on flat ground,
artificial high points should be created
where an air release valve can be placed.
Air release valves are more critical at
slower water speeds and in larger irrigation
schemes.
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Pumps

Power supply

Ask to see the pump efficiency curve when buying a
pump as differences in pump efficiency can make
significant differences to operating costs. If the total
suction head at the pump intake is too high, then
cavitation can result that will have a corrosive effect
on the pump impeller and so shorten its usable life.
Keep the static lift from water level to the pump to
less than 6 m in order to minimise cavitation.

This can be either electric or diesel. Diesel pumps are
currently more expensive to run and service than
electric but diesel may be the only option if electricity
is not available. Electricity customers may be able to
negotiate lower electricity costs if their consumption
is greater than 50 Mwh per year or costs are greater
than $10,000 per year. Contact the Aurora Business
Centre.

Variable speed pump drives are required in
situations where head pressure varies considerably
due to variations in topography, or when the flow
varies considerably, such as when one pump services
several irrigators, or the irrigator has a dual nozzle
sprinkler pack fitted.
Pump station

On commissioning an irrigation system it is important
to assess its performance to ensure that it is
operating to specification. System checks include
uniformity, flow rates, pressures and machine
calibration. General advice is to include terms in the
sales contract to withhold final payment until the
performance of the machine is independently assessed
and verified to meet the design specifications.

This should ideally be of a size that ensures there is
adequate space for tradesmen to work. Sheds should
have all weather road access and have good
ventilation.
Water meters must meet the Department of
Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment
requirements.

Regular maintenance and annual servicing should
ensure that irrigators last for at least 20 years. Typical
maintenance includes: greasing; inspect for damage,
loose nuts on the structure and corrosion; change oils
and drain condensation; check tyre pressures and
wheel nuts. A check list should be available from the
dealer outlining service requirements and intervals.

Balancing the initial capital investment with the on-going operating costs is an important consideration at
the design stage. These comparisons can be made by comparing the present value of ongoing costs with
the purchase price to determine the best option. This factsheet provides brief points that should be
considered when planning irrigation system development, but it is recommended that professional advice
is sought for any development.

Disclaimer
Information in this publication is intended for general information only and does not constitute professional advice and should not be relied upon
as such. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of any information in this publication. Readers
should make their own enquiries and seek independent professional advice before acting or relying on any of the information provided.
The Crown and Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture, their officers, employees and agents do not accept liability however arising, including liability for
negligence, for any loss resulting from the use of or reliance upon information in this publication.
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